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Lauren Prew Fouser helps clients navigate the various stages of the
corporate life cycle from entity selection and formation to financing
and capitalization, corporate reorganization, and mergers and
acquisitions.
Her clients range from early stage start-ups to large private companies.
Lauren frequently finds herself in the technology, food and beverage,
software, and cybersecurity spaces working with clients on their day-to-day
matters, from governance to corporate contracting to employment issues.
Whether it is a complex capitalization table or a series of tricky
transactions to effect a reorganization, Lauren works through the more
intricate problems to find an efficient and client-friendly solution.
Prior to joining Holland & Hart, Lauren practiced at Jackson Walker L.L.P
in San Antonio, Texas.

EXPERIENCE
Corporate Law
Lauren has experience with clients of all sizes from emerging growth
companies to large public and private companies, helping guide them
through the various stages of the corporate lifecycle, including:


Entity selection and formation



Financing and capitalization



Corporate reorganization



Mergers and acquisitions

Healthcare Law
Lauren assists healthcare industry clients, including physicians, healthcare
entities (including independent practices, ambulatory surgical centers,
pharmacies, and hospitals), biotechnology, and biomedical companies on
a variety of transactions, including:


Mergers and acquisitions



Formation of independent provider practices and professional
entities



Sales, mergers, and acquisitions of healthcare provider practices



Asset purchases and sales

CLIENT RESULTS
Corporate Law
Advised clients regarding entity formation and appropriate corporate
behavior following formation
Formed and drafted governing documents for corporations, non-profit
corporations, limited liability companies, limited partnerships, and various
professional entities
Assisted with fund formation for a technology-based investment fund
comprised of several dozen investors in Texas.

Healthcare Law
Worked with practitioners to establish, sell, and acquire independent
practices.
Counseled clients regarding regulatory healthcare issues involving
compliance with federal Stark and Anti-Kickback laws and applicable
physician self-referral and anti-kickback state regulations
Researched federal and state healthcare regulations impacting
telemedicine and telehealth, including physician licensing and out-of-state
pharmacy and physician prescription requirements
Formed various entities and drafted corporate governance documents and
merger agreements involving a highly integrated network of healthcare
entities in a multi-step corporate reorganization in Texas.
Drafted documents for healthcare technology corporation seeking to raise
capital through its existing investors and prepared shareholders'
agreement.

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
"The Legal 411: Operating a Company - Business Basics," co-presenter,
Zions Bank Business Resource Center Workshop, August 5, 2020
"Dotting the i's: Small Business and Regulation," Idaho Business Review
Breakfast Series, Moderator, August 2017
"Informed Consent; Interpreters and Translators; Telemedicine," Idaho
Hospital and Medical Associations, Healthcare Compliance Bootcamp,
May 2016

RECOGNITION


Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch, Corporate Law; Mergers and
Acquisitions Law; Venture Capital Law, 2021



Idaho Business Review, Leaders in Law, 2020



S.A. Scene Magazine's 2015 'Rising Stars' – San Antonio, TX,
2015

PROFESSIONAL AND CIVIC AFFILIATIONS


Adjunct Professor – Online Dispute Resolution, Michigan State
University College of Law



Boise Young Professionals, Member



Idaho State Bar, Member



Idaho Young Lawyers Association, Member



State Bar Association of Texas, Member



American Bar Association, Member

